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Trauma-Informed  
Approaches in Faculty  
Development

Ground rules
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What is trauma?
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Trauma is defined  
by 3 key  
components (the  
3 E’s):

Individual trauma results froman  
event, series of events, or set of  
circumstances

....that is experienced byan  
individual as physically or  
emotionally harmful or life  
threatening

....and that has lasting adverse  
effects on the individual’s  
functioning and mental, physical,  
social, emotional, orspiritual well-
being

Sources of trauma
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“Invisible” trauma Why does this matter?

Trauma is not justan  
emotional event.

Trauma is not justan  
acute event thatcan  

be “over.”

Trauma is not asign  
of weakness, lackof  
coping skills, orany  

kind of failure.

Trauma isn’t just in  
your head….
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Anger

How can interaction with  
students, faculty, and/or  
colleagues be traumatic?
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How can others’ trauma affect me?
Embodied trauma: allostatic loading
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Embodied trauma: DNA-based changes

Other cellular level  
changes related  
trauma & stress…

Micronucleus  
formation:

DNA
Methylation:
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What is a trauma-
informed  
approach?:
The 4 R’s

A program, organization or system that is  
trauma‐informed:

Realizes the prevalence of trauma and taking  
a universal precautions position Assume all  
patients may be have experienced trauma,  
and treataccordingly

Recognizes how trauma affects all individuals   
involved with the program, organization, or  
system, including its ownworkforce

Responds by puttingthis knowledge into  
practice

Resists retraumatization

What does a trauma informed  
approach look like in  
practice?: 6 Key Principles to  
Incorporate
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What Does A 
Trauma-Informed  

Approach Mean 
for Faculty Chairs

and other 
Administrators?

• Wathen & Varcoe, 2019

What can we DO?
Give Give  relaxed, unhurried attention

Talk Talk about concerns  and  procedures  before doing anything

Share Give  as much  control and  choice  as possible back

Validate Validate any concerns as understandable  and normal

Allow Allow a support person  or other staff person  to be  present if  
desired

Awareness Be  mindful of, and  acknowledge  possible stress reactions as  
normal

Assume Universal Precautions: Assume  everyone may be  a trauma   
survivor, and  treat accordingly
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We’re all in this together…right?
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What do I do…

Options…

ASK
ASK: “What would help right now?”  

“What can I do to support you?”

OFFER OFFER: “Would it be helpful to connect to...”

ENGAGE ENGAGE: “Do you want to talk about it? I am here to  
listen.”

REMIND REMIND: “I am here to support you so please reach out  
when you arestruggling.”
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https://whcs.uci.edu/faculty‐staff‐
support‐services/coordinator

For campus  
support…

Thank you for everything you do.


